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Create a perfect night out by gathering friends and family around a pot of warm melted cheese,

chocolate or a cooking style eager to add flavor to your favorite dipper. The Melting Pot dares you to

Dip Into Something Different with this collection of recipes from our fondue to yours. The book also

contains coupons in the very back which are for discounted eating at the restaurant. The coupons

total cover the entire costs of purchasing the book, so you can't loose with this one!
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I love The Melting Pot. My husband takes me there every year for our anniversary. I got my

husband and I an electric fondue pot for christmas and bought this cookbook to get some recipes.

So for they have all been great! even the dipping sauces that The Melting Pot serves are in here.

Loving it!If this review helps you to decide whether or not to buy this product I would appreciate your

vote as helpful below. Thanks!

Dear Melting Pot,We have an unhealthy obsession with you, with no location for a solid 3 hours

around us. So to calm our sadness, we bought ourselves a nice fondue pot, then we went searching

and found this amazing book. The book itself is beautiful inside and out, and has a lot of recipes and

information inside. My only issue? The layout is a tad slacking. But maybe it's just too fancy for my

own good. I section for "this is broth" and "this is a sauce" in the table of contents would be perfect.

Even lay it out for "First Course" "Main Meal" and "Dessert". Maybe I need it broken down Barney

Style, but it was hard to distinguish what exactly was for dinner and the broth, and what was not.



Color code the edges of the pages, perhaps?All in all, we still love you Melting Pot, and will use the

book when we can't be near one of your restaurants.

The nearest Melting Pot restaurants are miles from where we live, and I'd not heard of the chain

until I read the reviews of this book when I was looking to buy a fondue pot. The recipes are very

good, the book is well designed, and the pages lay flat when the book is opened; that is a big plus in

a cookbook. That there are sidebars throughout that raise an awareness of St. Jude's Hospital is

both remarkable and a great reminder to the reader that they could help to support a hospital whose

sole mission is to heal children in real need. Bravo Melting Pot!

This is one of 2 books that we bought to go with our Fondue pot, this book definitely contains a

number of fancier fondue based meals. We have made a couple of the recipes from the book and

they have come out really nicely, but they do require a moderate to significant amount of

preparation and they can be on the more expensive side. You need to check the ingredients list

carefully as some ingredients are needed in very large quantities (one needs 12 eggs)This is a very

beautiful book and would make a nice gift, but it is not for day to day fondue use. That being said

the couple of recipes we have made from the book have been delicious

I took off one star, as we will probably realistically use only about half the recipes in here. But this

book is a nice complement to all your favorite Melting Pot recipes. It's a bit incredible that they are

just putting their restaurant secrets out there... but many thanks to them! We will still, however, go to

Melting Pot and enjoy their restaurant, as our book came with about 5 coupons to enjoy side items

that don't expire until December 2017.Much of your success with this book depends on your overall

comfort level with making fondue and the quality of your fondue pot, so if you aren't happy with

initial results, don't give up and try to troubleshoot. Some recipes do have a little bit of initial light

prep/cooking involved - we knew this before we got the book. We had to try a couple times and now

love everything we make. So much so that we decided to go on a diet today...

This melting pot collection is just like the restaurant chain. It is so much fun to use I'm so glad we

got it . It has so many different things to try. We have had a lot of time to try different ways of

fonduing. You will love . By yourself or with friends cant go wrong with this book. Its easy and fast

and everything you use is affordable. Well done.



The melting pot is my favorite restaurant but can't afford to go as often as I want! This book has all

my favorite recipes from the restaurant! Totally a great buy!

I love The Melting Pot, and this recipe book includes all of my favorites from the restaurant. It is put

together well, and is filled with beautiful pictures in addition to the recipes. Your mouth will start

watering just from flipping through it. I have tried several of the recipes so far, and they have all

been delicious. The instructions are simple but easy to understand even for one who is new at

fondue, and I've yet to see something that takes very long or is difficult to make. It's also been easy

to make my own modifications to the recipes and still come out with great fondue. Some of the

ingredients called for in a few of the recipes may be hard to find, but alternatives can be found pretty

easily on the internet.
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